A basic theorem of Iteration theory (Henrlcl [6]) states that f analytic on the interior of the closed unit dlsk D and continuous on D with Int(D) f(D) carries any point z e D to the unique fixed point e D of f. That is to say, fn(z)/ as n oo.
In [3] and [5] the author generalized this result in the following way: From Henrici It is interesting to compare the convergence behaviors of "outer" and "inner" compositions.
We shall see that the convergence of {Fn(Z)} is guaranteed if the f's map D into (lwl .6), e.g., whereas, it is trivial to find such functions n that will produce oscillatory divergence of {J (z)} no matter how small a disk O. If n theorem then suffices to extend the result to a more general set S.
The author, in [5] , extended theorem by considering limit periodic sequences of the form {Fn(Z)} where Fl(z) fl(z), Fn(Z) Fn_l(fn(z)), with fn f in a region S.
(A slightly weaker result not requiring the Riemann mapping theorem is found in [3] ). . After proving each of these basic theorems we will exhibit an alternative n and extended version of the result describing a class of analytic functions that can be generated in the following way: for each n let f (z)= fn(,z)be analytlc for n both S, a compact region, and z D. Let F (,z): convergence, the proof of these alterntive theorems are pratically identical to the proofs that are given for the simpler versions, and are therefore omitted. This will minimize notational complexity.
Although the method of constructing ()seems unusual several common modes of functional expansion may be categorized in this way. In fact, a judicious choice of z lfn(,z)/z Kn for all z U and for all S, and Kn O, then F (,D) X() uniformly on S. n We then easily obtain a result concerning the case in which the f's map D into a n smaller circle whose center is the origin. In'('-)l ' ('-In('-)12)/('-t"12) ' '/('-R2) ' I--I ,"-Schwarz's lemma and may be found, e.g., in [9] . Therefore, in F (z), Ifk (z) K R/(l R2) < for k < n, and lemma applies. If the values of f (0)are fairly close to 0, the critical value of R can be a n bit larger. We turn now to conditions on the fixed points of the fn'S that insure convergence of {Fn(,z)}. Let fn('z) z <=> z an().
Invest[gatlons of limit periodic
phenomena suggest that these fixed points may play a strong role in the kind of generalized iteration ,low being explored [I], [3] , [4] , [8] .
Our next theorem is, in a sense, a generalization of theorem I. Therefore, for large n and m, JGn,n+m (z)j and (Gn,n+m (z)[ provided k is large.
We will now show, in three steps, that fn (%)I p < for all n and that this small. It will then be possible to use thls information to establish the convergence of {Gn,n+m(z)}as m * . 
